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Keep your users up to date with the latest scholarship from our world-leading portfolio of social science and humanities titles. The Social Science & Humanities Library provides access to over 1,400 journals spanning a broad range of academic disciplines.

Library benefits
- Our largest collection of social science and humanities content
  One package provides your users with the research they need
- Ensure your users have access to high-impact research
  From Routledge, the pioneering social science and humanities publisher
- Easily discover and read content on Taylor & Francis Online
  Users can view or download content wherever they are
- Benefit from key research published by academic societies in the field
  Journals in the Library are published on behalf of leading societies including the Association of American Geographers, British Educational Research Association and The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS)
- Access a range of statistics to inform collection decisions
  Download data for your institution, including usage figures

Featured disciplines
The Social Science & Humanities Library provides an excellent foundation for research and teaching in these fields:
- Anthropology, Archaeology & Heritage
- Arts & Humanities
- Business, Management & Economics
- Criminology & Law
- Education
- Geography, Planning, Urban & Environment
- Library & Information Science
- Media, Cultural & Communication Studies
- Mental Health & Social Care
- Politics, International Relations & Area Studies
- Psychology
- Sociology & Related Disciplines
- Sport, Leisure & Tourism
- Strategic, Defence & Security Studies
The Social Science & Humanities Library delivers essential content in key areas of study:

- Anthropology
- Archaeology
- Area Studies
- Art & Design
- Business & Management
- Communication Studies
- Criminology
- Cultural & Media Studies
- Development Studies
- Economics
- Education
- Gender Studies
- Geography
- Health Care
- History
- Language & Linguistics
- Law
- Leisure & Tourism Studies
- Literature
- Media & Film Studies
- Philosophy
- Planning & Built Environment
- Politics & International Relations
- Psychiatry & Mental Health
- Psychology
- Social Work
- Sociology
- Sport Studies
- Theology
- Visual & Performing Arts

Research with impact
Taylor & Francis Group is the largest global publisher in social science, keeping users up-to-date with cutting-edge research. Over 900 journals are listed in the Clarivate Analytics Citation Indexes/Web of Science®, including:

- Aging & Mental Health
- Economic Systems Research
- Information, Communication & Society
- International Journal of Electronic Commerce
- International Review of Sport and Exercise Psychology
- Journal of Advertising
- Journal of European Public Policy
- Journal of Peasant Studies
- Journal of Sustainable Tourism
- Justice Quarterly
- Media Psychology
- Psychological Inquiry
- Regional Studies
- Review of International Political Economy
- Scientific Studies of Reading
- Work & Stress

International society affiliations
Benefit from key research published by leading authorities in their field including:

- Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences
- American Association of Geographers
- American Planning Association
- The Archives and Records Association
- Asia Pacific Tourism Association
- Australian Institute of International Affairs
- Bioethics.net
- British Association of Social Workers
- British Society for Middle Eastern Studies
- European Accounting Association
- European Sociological Association
- Institute of Psychoanalysis
- The International Institute for Strategic Studies
- National Communication Association
- Regional Studies Association
- Royal Musical Association
- Royal Society for Asian Affairs
- Royal United Services Institute for Defence and Security Studies
- Society for Psychotherapy Research

Notable authors

Ian Menter, Vice-President of the British Educational Research Association (BERA), published in a number of Taylor & Francis Education Journals.

Joseph Ratzinger (later Pope Benedict XVI) and Rowan Williams (former Archbishop of Canterbury), published in the International Journal for Study of the Christian Church.


Sir Terry Pratchett OBE, published in Folklore.
Build a library fit for the future

Visit the Librarian Resources website for information, support, and insights from Taylor & Francis and the library community to help you navigate the changing library and information landscape, develop your collections, engage your users, and enhance your institution’s scholarly communications.

Product Information
Discover our world-leading portfolio of books, journals, and digital resources, with a range of options to suit every library.

Services & Support
Explore tools and resources to help you manage your account, facilitate access, promote your content, and get published.

Library Insights
Keep on top of news and views in the library community with our blog, white papers, and LIS books and journals.

Taylor & Francis Online

Fully responsive interface. Start exploring world-renowned academic research with Taylor & Francis Online.

The platform has:
- A clean, intuitive and responsive user interface
- Enhanced discoverability
- Easy-to-use search and browse functionalities

Key Features
For librarians
- Link Taylor & Francis online journal content with your library catalog and track your institution’s usage with COUNTER-compliant statistics.
- Share research using social bookmarks, upload your library’s logo, obtain RSS feeds, and manage alerts to publications and articles.

For researchers
- Enhanced discoverability with multi-faceted search makes finding articles and journals simpler and faster, with options to filter by subject, publication date, and access options.
- Easy manuscript submission, clear information and instructions designed to meet the needs of anyone looking to publish their research.

For journal editors and learned societies
- Prominent journal branding, making it easy for readers to identify and access key journals. Journal titles and covers are elevated and journal pages offer an improved display of related and key content using a streamlined and easy to read new “card” design.
- Improved video display in HTML5 provides more impact for journals with video abstracts or video content.

librarianresources.taylorandfrancis.com